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"2018 was filled with amazing stories of transformational experiences on mountains, lakes, rivers
and rocks. On any given Peak 7 adventure, youth give up being connected to technology, learn to
trust our guides, and sometimes for the first time ever, trust themselves.
When they stand at the summit after days of grueling hikes, laugh nervously through class 4 rapids,
or repel from heights they didn’t know were possible, it changes their outlook on life. They have a
new story to tell! They carry a story of accomplishment, a memory of how they overcame the
hardest outdoor challenge they have ever done. They carry grit and inner-belief! The memories
created on Peak 7 trips are often a well of encouragement that can be brought to surface when
they need it most.
It’s our hope that every young person who joins us in the outdoors not only leaves with a sense of
empowerment and accomplishment, but also with a true sense of their incredible value and of
God’s endless love for them."
- Lynn Smith, Executive Director

3,058 Participants Served in 2018!

Rock Climbing

"It’s hard to explain what it often truly looks like to arrive at these places. What is just a pretty
picture of the summit or a route, doesn’t depict the raw minute to minute efforts; the frustrations,
anger, and belly aching laughing fests which go hand in hand with these adventures. No one sees
the time it takes to fulfill ones most basic needs in the backcountry. These ladies have not only
experienced these beautiful mountain top moments but more importantly have struggled through
and succeeded in the in between and the unseen processes and emotions which only a handful of
people can comprehend." - Mandy, Young Women's BAC guide.

14 BAC Students

50-day Bower Adventure Course

Whitewater Rafting

"We had a blast. Two kids made it a point to tell me the trip was the most fun
they'd had in a long time. It was good seeing these kids just be kids. They
have a lot of life situations that force them to grow up quickly. It was a
blessing to me and them. Thank you!"
- Curtis, Youth Leader

Stand-Up Paddleboarding

Snowshoeing
"Example,
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- Curtis, Youth Leader

Ascent/Mountaineering

2018 FINANCIALS
Assets

Cash and cash equivalent

$118,228

Property and equipment

$520,630

Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Total Net Assets

$638,858
$828
$638,030

Event Sponsors

Peak7.org
@peak7adventures

